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Ain’t Dere No More: New Orleans
Language and Local Nostalgia in Vic &

Nat’ly Comics

As “local,” “authentic,” “working class,” “white,” “urban,” and “salt of the earth”
characters, Vic and Nat’ly, the protagonists of Bunny Matthews’s classic comic strip, embody
all of the stereotypes of a New Orleans–based “Yat” identity. In this paper, we examine
written representations of Yat English in Vic & Nat’ly strips, analyzing these results in
comparison with current linguistic data from actual New Orleans English speakers and
contextualizing our interpretation in terms of social and historical changes within post-
Katrina New Orleans. We find that many of the linguistic features exaggerated in the comic
(e.g., oil as “erl”) have been stigmatized almost to the point of nonexistence in the speech of
working-class whites today, such that the characters Vic and Nat’ly do not accurately
represent any current group of native New Orleanians, despite being held up as
quintessential New Orleanians imbued with local authenticity. While Vic & Nat’ly comics
celebrate a New Orleans identity that is increasingly dear to Yat and non-Yat residents alike,
we argue that the representation is based more in nostalgia than faithful rendering of the
current sociolinguistic landscape, and that commodification based on this nostalgia in some
ways erases the realities of modern New Orleans, in particular the role that black New
Orleanians play in representations of authenticity. [New Orleans English, Commodifi-
cation, Erasure, Authenticity, Eye dialect, Ethnicity]

Introduction

New Orleans residents have an acute consciousness of the city’s cultural and
linguistic uniqueness (DeCaro 1992). Part of this magnified sense of what is
special about New Orleans may come from its insular nature: Louisiana has

historically featured a nearly 80% retention rate for those born and raised in-state,
compared to an average of around 50% for most states (Aisch and Gebeloff 2014).
Ties to hometown are often expressed linguistically, and within New Orleans a
working-class dialect colloquially referred to as “Yat” has become a site of local
interest. The linguistic performance of local identity through use of “Yat” features has
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seen an intensification since Hurricane Katrina devastated the city in 2005; the
aftermath brought a wave of newcomers hoping to play a part in the rebuilding and
rebranding of New Orleans.

The label Yat arose as a means to refer to certain marked dialectal features within
New Orleans as well as the associated attributes and mannerisms of those perceived
to use them. The word likely derives from the common New Orleans greeting Where
y’at? (Coles 1997)—the response to which, every good New Orleanian knows, is,
“Fine.” Those classified as Yats are typically white, working-class New Orleanians,
with roots in historic French, Italian, Irish, and German immigrant groups that settled
along the riverfront (Mucciaccio 2009). The speech variety associated with this group
sounds similar to a Brooklyn accent to non-initiates, due to features shared with New
York City English such as r-lessness and the raising of the nucleus of /ɔ/ in words
such as coffee or talk) (Carmichael 2014). Crucially, the most salient features of the
dialect are not necessarily exclusive to the speech of white, working-class New
Orleanians—there is evidence that black and Creole New Orleanians from a variety
of social classes also employ a number of them (Schoux Casey 2013, 2016), a point
which will be returned to later in this paper—but in the public imagination, Yat
English is authentic New Orleans English (Coles 1997; Mucciaccio 2009), and the
dialect points to a specifically white, working-class New Orleans identity.

Artists and entrepreneurs in New Orleans have capitalized on the idea of Yats,
commodifying the awareness of local linguistic markers in a number of ways. In this
paper we focus on one of the oldest and most influential Yat images: the depiction of
the central characters of the popular local comic strip characters Vic & Nat’ly. Vic and
Nat’ly Broussard, created by Bunny Matthews, have appeared in New Orleans–based
comics since the late 1970s. They embody a number of Yat stereotypes, including
marked dialectal features. In this article, we focus on these commodified perfor-
mances of local language within Vic & Nat’ly comics as artifacts reflecting the
enregistered nature of certain New Orleans English features. We investigate why
particular linguistic features, behaviors, and forms of self-presentation are held up as
authentically “New Orleanian” over others, and the racial and class-linked impli-
cations of these patterns. To accomplish this goal, we analyze the eye dialect and
dialect respellings employed in Vic & Nat’ly comics over time, comparing their use of
locally marked linguistic features with that of actual speakers and contextualizing the
comic strip’s framing of New Orleans authenticity within other commodified
representations of language in the city. We demonstrate that the linguistic features
employed most by Vic and Nat’ly are not in fact those most common in modern-day
“Yat” populations; rather, they represent a crystalized, chronotopic version of this
locally marked dialect, which similarly appears in print on T-shirts and other items
for sale in post-Katrina New Orleans. We argue, therefore, that Vic & Nat’ly comics,
along with other representations of the Yat dialect, circulate within the city as part of
the nostalgia culture that has been ramped up in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina.
These displays are aimed not at populations who would be considered Yats within
the modern-day fabric of the city, but rather at middle-class white residents and
transplants; the commodification of these traditional linguistic features offers
newcomers the prospect of displaying their “local authenticity.” The process thereby
allows for erasure of the actual working-class populations—both black and white—
from the perceived linguistic landscape of the city.

Historical Background and Modern-Day Linguistic Landscape

The linguistic and cultural heritage of New Orleans is often described as a gumbo pot
—a mixture of many different influences over time (Campanella 2006). Initially a
French colony (in contrast with the rest of the South’s mainly English settlement),
New Orleans was established in 1718 by Canadian-born Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne,
Sieur de Bienville. Spain took control of the Louisiana territory in 1762 following the
Treaty of Fontainebleau. The French, under Napoleon, reacquired the territory in
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1800 only to sell it to the United States three years later. During both the French and
Spanish colonial periods, the majority of (voluntary) immigrants to the state were
Francophone (Brasseaux 2005); however, speakers of many other languages (includ-
ing Spanish, German, and African languages) also had an impact on the developing
language and culture.

In the 19th century, Louisiana, and New Orleans in particular, became a major hub
for American immigration. While French speakers continued to migrate to Louisiana
up to the eve of the Civil War, large numbers of English speakers also arrived
following statehood in 1812. Beginning in the 1820s and reaching a crest midcentury,
both Irish and German immigrants poured into New Orleans. The Civil War and the
economic devastation that followed put immigration on brief hold, but by the turn of
the 20th century, New Orleans was once again welcoming volumes of immigrants,
this time from Italy.

Despite its polyglot history, Louisiana remains highly influenced by its Franco-
phone past. Culturally, this French influence can be seen in traditions such as
Carnival. Linguistically, it can be seen in local terminology such as banquette
(“sidewalk”), beignet (“rectangular doughnut covered in powdered sugar”), and
making groceries (“to go grocery shopping”). As Duplantier (2012:2) notes, French is “a
means by which locals identify themselves for outsiders and for themselves, even if
they are not ‘truly’ French.” The French element is so strongly promoted that other
linguistic elements are often overlooked, particularly by outsiders. For example, in
addition to French influences, the contributions of Africans (and later African
Americans) have routinely been noted by scholars as being foundational to New
Orleans culture (e.g., Hall 1994; Hall and Rowlett 2006; Sakakeeny 2014), and
linguistic contributions from African American English have made their way into the
varieties spoken by other populations as well. Most notable among these contribu-
tions is the expression Who Dat (Walton 2016), used to cheer on the New Orleans
Saints. The populations from Ireland, Germany, and Italy also had an important
effect on the English spoken in the Crescent City. The working-class New Orleans
dialect often described as “Yat” is the outcome of this particular mixing of
immigrants, and differs significantly from other Southern varieties of English.

In New Orleans, Yats represent a specific social and linguistic group, deriving
from the working-class French, Italian, Irish, and German immigrant populations
which settled particularly in the neighborhoods of the Ninth Ward and the Irish
Channel in the 1900s (Mucciaccio 2009). While Yats are often associated with negative
qualities such as a lack of education or ambition, they are also positively described as
warm, proud, authentic, unique, and bearers of tradition, heritage, and nostalgia
(Coles 2001). Yats embody a very specific personal presentation style, as described by
Mucciaccio (2009:37): “The stereotypical Y’at [sic] appearance is so frowned upon by
non-Y’ats that the adjectival derivation of Y’at, ‘yatty,’ has become synonymic [sic]
with ‘tacky.’” Linguistically, Yats more resemble working-class New Yorkers than
Southerners; numerous researchers have examined the apparently incongruous
appearance of Northeastern linguistic features in this port city (e.g., Berger 1980;
Carmichael and Becker 2014; Dillard 1985; Labov 2007). That said, Yat English also
attests many features common to Southern dialects (notably the pin/pen merger, i.e.,
the merger of [ɪ] and [ɛ] before nasals), /ai/-monophthongization, and the use of
second person plural y’all). Some features of Yat English may be seen in Table 1.

Despite Yat English’s distinctive mix of Northern and Southern US English
features, there has been little linguistic research generated on it aside from brief
summaries of select features (e.g., Blanton 1989; Eble 2003, 2006) and a few recent
dissertations (Carmichael 2014; Schoux Casey 2013).

The documented decline in use of certain Yat English features within New Orleans
has gone hand in hand with their enregisterment as a local, authentically New
Orleanian identity that is strongly bound to specific areas around the city, such as the
Ninth Ward and the town of Chalmette (a white, working-class suburb bordering on
the Ninth Ward (Mucciaccio 2009). Similar processes linking language and locality
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have been observed in Pittsburgh, where Johnstone, Andrus, and Danielson (2006)
note that certain linguistic features of the white, working-class dialect in Pittsburgh
gained broader indexical meanings over time, becoming enregistered as the local
dialect, “Pittsburghese.” As in the case of Pittsburghese, Yat dialect features have
come to be used by New Orleans residents of various backgrounds in order to index
authenticity and locality. For example, Coles (1997) documents callers on a New
Orleans–based radio show performing a Yat identity by exaggerating features such as
traditional greetings (e.g., “where y’at?”), terms of endearment (e.g., “babe”), and
locally marked phonological features. As Johnstone notes, such dialect performances
in Pittsburgh were commodified into purchasable goods such as T-shirts (Johnstone
2009, 2013). In Greater New Orleans, Yat English has been similarly commodified
through performances in songs like “The 12 Yats of Christmas” by Benny Grunch and
the Bunch, and in comics like Bunny Matthews’s Vic & Nat’ly comics, toward which
we now turn our attention.

Vic & Nat’ly Comics

Vic and Nat’ly Broussard1 are the creation of Bunny Matthews, local artist and music
writer. A native of the New Orleans suburb of Metairie, Matthews moved to the city

Table 1
Yat English Features (Adapted from Carmichael 2012)

Feature Example

r-lessness Car /kɑː/
Card /kɑːd/

th-stopping Thing / tɪN/
That /dæʔ/

COIL-CURL (/ɝ/~/ɔɪ/) reversal World /wɔɪld/
Concerned /kənsɔɪnd/
Foil /fɝl/
Toilet /tɝləʔ/

Raising of /ɔ/ Bought /bɔ̝ʔ/
Law /lɔ̝ː/

Split short-a system Bad /bæ̝d/
Crash /kɹæ̝S/

l-vocalization Fall /fɑw/
Cold /kɔːd/

Consonant cluster reduction Last /læ̝s/
Left /lɛf/

/aɪ/-monophthongization Fly /flaː/
Ride /raːd/

/ɑ/~/ɔ/ merger before /ɹ/ Car /kɔ̝ɹ/
Core /kɔ̝ɹ/

Copula deletion “They stupid”

Double negation/use of ain’t “There ain’t no more”

Verb paradigm leveling “It don’t matter”
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as a young man. Working for a time for a local record dealer and then as a music
reporter for Figaro, he became familiar with all walks of New Orleans life, spending
time in particular in the famous Ninth Ward. In 1978 he published a book of cartoons
depicting the variety of New Orleans life he encountered. The book was entitled
F’Sure!: Actual Dialogue Heard on the Streets of New Orleans, and was presented as real
dialogue overheard by Matthews or his Figaro coworkers. He created Vic and Nat’ly
for a supplement of the Times-Picayune, New Orleans’s then-daily newspaper, in
1982; the strip ran weekly in the Sunday paper in until its cancellation in 2000. It also
ran regularly for a time in New Orleans’s entertainment weekly, the New Orleans
Gambit.

Vic and Nat’ly are quintessential Yats: they are obese, uncultured, and crass. Vic
chronically sports two days’ unshaven beard growth, and a cigarette is affixed to his

Figure 1. Vic & Nat’ly comic, 1983

Figure 2. Vic & Nat’ly comic, 1991
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lip en permanence. He wears (presumably dirty) T-shirts, sleeveless “wifebeater”
undershirts, and short-sleeve button-down shirts. Bunny himself has described Vic as
“a typical New Orleans asshole” (Duplantier 2012:27). Nat’ly is represented with
wild hair, heavy makeup, cat-eye glasses, large jewelry, and loud prints. Her clothing
often reveals her cleavage—over the years this feature in particular has become more
pronounced (and can be seen in Figures 1–3 [Matthews 1983, 1991, 2007]).

Vic and Nat’ly are the proprietors of a po-boy2 shop in the Ninth Ward, the Yat
homeland, if ever there was one (Mucciaccio 2009). Matthews explains, “I picked the
Ninth Ward because that was a place where no one in their right mind wanted to live
there in those days” (personal communication, April 18, 2012). In the 1990s, Vic &
Nat’ly appeared in the TV Focus supplement of the Times-Picayune’s Sunday edition,
and the comics often featured them commenting on the weekly TV schedule or on
stories in the supplement. Matthews also produced (and continues to produce)

Figure 3. Vic & Nat’ly comic, 2007

Figure 4. Vic & Nat’ly comic, 2000
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comics for businesses around town, notably Leidenheimer’s bakery and Harkins, the
Florist. In these contexts, Vic and Nat’ly tackle various subject matter, although social
commentary—focused but not limited to mockery of New Orleanians—is always at
the forefront. For instance, Vic and Nat’ly’s discussions of national television
broadcasts reveal their provincial misunderstanding (Figure 4); in another notable
instance Matthews uses them to levy criticism at the institution of Jazz Fest, a yearly
music festival, by having Vic and Nat’ly be accosted by “Festinazis,” his colorful term
for Jazz Fest security. In both examples, local knowledge is required to understand
the implied jokes: in the first example, shown in Figure 4, one must know that Arabi
is a suburb of New Orleans, the residents of which are jokingly referred to as
Arabians; in the second example, readers must have awareness that Jazz Fest security
has increased over time, angering long-standing festival-goers. And in part it is this
connection to local lore—and Matthews’s unabashed expectation that the reader
should have insider knowledge on it—that index an authentically New Orleanian
identity (DeCaro 1992).

Vic and Nat’ly’s speech is represented with both eye dialect and dialect respellings
in the comics, an approach that has been shown to make readers associate qualities
such as low socioeconomic status with the represented speakers (Dubois and
Horvath 2002; Eble 2011; Jaffe 2000; Jaffe and Walton 2000; Preston 1985). Indeed, the
linguistic choices of Vic and Nat’ly are often foregrounded within the comics
themselves and in commentary about them. For example, in the introduction to the
first bound collection of Vic & Nat’ly comics, Tim Lyman likens their dialect to “all of
Brooklyn on Quaaludes” (Lyman 1978:5). These visual and written representations of
Yats have caused some readers to write in to the newspaper complaining that the
comic is offensive, or even to sometimes accost Matthews in person (Duplantier
2012:29). Matthews, however, considers the dialect as integral to the characters as
their appearance: “As a little child, going to parades and things, my mother [from
North Louisiana] would always push this into my head, that people in New Orleans
talk this unusual way. . .it was driven into me that this was a weird, funny way of
talking” (Faure 2011:12). Because Matthews speaks indirectly through these charac-
ters, there is a component of Bakhtin’s (1981) heteroglossia or “multiple voicing” that
has been studied in other kinds of performances, including stylized speech from
radio announcers (Coupland 2001; Johnstone 2011), joketellers (Carmichael 2013;
Dubois and Horvath 2002), and performances of local dialects for outsiders
(Johnstone 1999; Schilling-Estes 1998). These studies of performance and stylization
emphasize the dialectic process by which linguistic features acquire and build
indexical meaning; the performance draws on known references and stereotypes as
well as creates and continues the circulation of these ideas (Agha 2003, 2007;
Johnstone 2011). Dialect performances and stylizations are also always partial,
representing not “native speech” but salient linguistic features that most efficiently
index the target stereotype (Carmichael 2013; Remlinger 2009; Schilling-Estes 1998). It
is for this reason that it is worthwhile to pinpoint exactly which linguistic features are
selected for performance. In doing so, we are able to gain insights into which features
figure most prominently into the local imaginings of an enregistered dialect. While
there has been little research on language use in comic strips (excepting Bramlett
2012), we suggest that examining the representation of local dialect in Vic & Nat’ly
comics can be fruitful when contextualized in terms of the accompanying social and
historical developments in pre- and post-Katrina New Orleans.

Analysis of Linguistic Features in Vic & Nat’ly Comics

In this section we present an analysis of the linguistic features represented in a
sample of 40 comics spanning 28 years—12 from a 1983 collection; 13 from the Times-
Picayune Archive in 1991; 13 from the Times-Picayune Archive in 2001; 2 online in
archives from 2006 and 2011. We documented a total of 399 dialectal features—167
from 1983, 134 from 1991, and 98 from the 2000s (this drop-off is due to the fact that
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the characters spoke less in later editions of the comic strip). Table 2 presents the
number of features observed for each of the categories we coded. Note that all items
except those categorized under nonstandard spelling (e.g., “uh” for “a”) represent
some written fashion of representing a distinctive way of speaking (dialect spelling),
whereas tokens included in the nonstandard spelling category simply reflect a typical
pronunciation of casual American English written in a nonstandard way (eye dialect).
Additionally, in our coding schema a single lexical item or sentence was counted in
multiple categories if more than one linguistic feature was used in its representation
(e.g., “ta’gethuh” for together counted for both r-lessness and nonstandard spelling,
since the spelling of the final syllable of “ta’gethuh” indicates an r-less pronunciation
but the spelling of the first syllable of “ta’gethuh” is simply a nonstandard way of
representing the typical pronunciation of this word).

Given that representing dialectal features in writing often has the effect of
demoting the speaker in the eyes of the reader, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
second most common feature, representing 20% of the data, was nonstandard
spelling not reflective of any nonstandard pronunciations—although this feature
dropped off over time. Aside from nonstandard spellings, the most common features
are th-stopping and r-lessness—both consonantal features easily represented by
writing <th> as <d> and <-r> as ∅, <-h>, <aw>, or some other variant. ING-fronting
and consonant cluster reduction, common hallmarks of casual speech that are not
specific to New Orleans, are the next most frequent features. Local vocalic features
such as raising of /ɑ/ to /ɔ/ and the COIL-CURL reversal are present in the comics,
though they are not common (perhaps due to the fact that the contexts in which they
are found do not occur as frequently in speech as instances of <th> or post-vocalic
<r>, and in the case of the former, perhaps very hard to depict graphically). These
results are similar to those that appear in Eble’s study of written representations of
Yat English on a website maintained by local Chuck Taggert, though the COIL-CURL
reversal is much less common in Vic & Nat’ly comics than in parodies described by
Eble. It should be noted, however, that although there are few tokens of this feature
in our data, it appears in 100% of possible contexts—thus although low in overall
frequency, the COIL-CURL reversal is categorically represented with the local variant
in the comics.

A final pattern to note in these data is how consistent these features are over
time. Despite the fact that there are fewer dialectal features in later instantiations
of the comic, the rates of the features in relation to each other remain constant. A
notable exception to this is eye dialect, which decreases over time in relation to
other features.

Table 2
Rates of Yat English Features in Vic & Nat’ly Comics, by Year

Feature 1983 1991 2000+ total

th-stopping 39 38 37 114
nonstandard spelling 40 23 15 79
r-lessness 20 17 15 51
/ɪN/ ➔ /ɪn/ 17 11 7 35
consonant cluster reduction 13 7 3 23
other3 4 8 5 17
lexical item (e.g. dressed, po-boy, go-cups) 9 4 3 16
CURL /ɝ/ pronounced as /ɔɪ/ 2 6 5 13
nonstandard negation/ain’t 6 5 2 13
syncope 7 4 2 12
raising of /ɑ/ to /ɔ/ 5 4 1 10
nonstandard grammar (e.g. got for have) 4 6 1 11
COIL /ɔɪ/ pronounced as /ɝ/ 1 1 2 4
TOTAL 167 134 98 399
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Analysis of Linguistic Features in Modern-Day New Orleans

In this section, in an effort to understand how these linguistic practices compare to
actual speech in New Orleans we analyze a case study of speakers from Chalmette,
Louisiana, a white, working-class suburb located just downriver from New Orleans
in St. Bernard Parish. Local lore suggests that it is the current-day locus of Yat culture
(Carmichael 2014; Mucciaccio 2009). Comprising 57 interviews, the Chalmette
Corpus was collected by the first author in 2012. We selected three male interviewees,
one each from three age groups (older, middle aged, and young), as representative in
terms of linguistic behavior. This assessment was made based on their linguistic
patterning across four linguistic variables that appear to be changes in progress
across generations for both men and women in Chalmette4 (cf Carmichael 2014).
Information about the three representative speakers is presented in Table 3. Note that
in this table, and throughout the rest of the paper, pseudonyms are used to refer to
the interviewees.

These three speakers, along with the other 54 in the corpus, granted one hour to
three hour-long interviews with the first author, during which they were questioned
about life growing up in St. Bernard, their experience evacuating for Hurricane
Katrina in 2005, and their life experiences since the storm. The resulting interviews
featured a number of personal narratives. Twenty-minute excerpts featuring these
narratives were transcribed and analyzed for the most common features represented
in Vic & Nat’ly comics (excluding nonstandard spellings and general nonstandard
pronunciations not specific to New Orleans): th-stopping, r-lessness, local lexical
items, CURL pronounced as /ɔɪ/, raising of /ɑ/ to /ɔ/, and COIL pronounced as /
ɝ/. Table 4 presents usage of these variables by the three interviewees from the
corpus, listed in order of age. When possible, percentages of traditional variants are
provided for the interviewees, though in some cases merely presence (✔) or absence
(✗) is indicated. Raw counts for each feature used in Vic & Nat’ly comics are also
provided for reference. Since Vic and Nat’ly were mostly consistent across time in
their usage of local variables, we did not select one particular time period to represent
them; rather, the sum of each feature counts across the three age groups is used here.

Table 4 shows that the youngest speaker, Paul, features almost none of the local
variants. The only feature documented in his speech is r-lessness, and only 2% of his
tokens of /r/ are vocalized. Meanwhile, 85-year-old Gaston uses almost all of the

Table 3
Chalmette Corpus Case Study Interviewees

Pseudonym Age at time of interview Ethnicity Hometown

Paul 22 (born 1990) white Chalmette, LA
Herman 50 (born 1962) white Chalmette, LA
Gaston 85 (born 1927) white Chalmette, LA

Table 4
Vic and Nat’ly vs. Local Modern-Day New Orleanians

Feature Vic & Nat’ly Paul Herman Gaston

th-stopping 114 0% 37% 20%
r-lessness 51 2% 84% 100%
lexical items 16 0 4 1
CURL pronounced with /ɔɪ/ 13 ✗ ✗ ✔
Raising of /ɑ/ to /ɔ/ 10 ✗ ✔ ✔
COIL pronounced with /ɝ/ 4 ✗ ✗ ✗
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features to varying extent. His r-lessness is categorical, and he is the only speaker of
the three to pronounced CURL with the diphthong /ɔɪ/. Herman, in the middle
generation, features a mixture of local variants. While slightly more r-ful than Gaston,
he is still significantly less r-ful than Paul. Herman also features slightly higher rates
of th-stopping than Gaston. Notably, none of the speakers pronounces COIL with
/ɝ/; this feature was not particularly frequent within Vic & Nat’ly comics either.

Table 4 demonstrates a noticeable decline in usage of locally marked linguistic
features in New Orleans, with the youngest generation of speakers eschewing almost
all of the traditional variants. The pattern observed in this case study is consistent
with rates of variation across the Chalmette Corpus. Readers will remember that,
over time, Vic and Nat’ly remain remarkably consistent in their usage of locally
marked variants. This pattern stands in stark contrast with the actual linguistic
landscape in the city presented in Table 4, which shows a clear change over time,
away from locally marked features. In the following section, we discuss this
discrepancy, and how Vic and Nat’ly’s language usage reflects and contributes to an
overall nostalgia movement in the city.

Vic & Nat’ly within the Linguistic Landscape of Modern-Day New Orleans

As the analysis above shows, Vic & Nat’ly comics do not faithfully reflect modern-day
language usage in New Orleans. Indeed, very little about Vic & Nat’ly reflects
modern-day New Orleans. Following integration in the 1960s, many of the white,
working-class residents of previously stereotyped “Yat” neighborhoods in the Ninth
Ward and the Irish Channel moved to the suburban towns of Metairie, Kenner, and
Chalmette (Mucciaccio 2009; Robley 1994), as Vic and Nat’ly continue to run their po-
boy shop from the Ninth Ward. Fashion trends have changed such that cat-eye
glasses and “mall hair” styles sported by Nat’ly are no longer seen, though Nat’ly’s
clothing and styling remains largely the same. And Vic and Nat’ly’s stereotypical Yat
pronunciations such as “ersters” for “oysters” and “zink” for “sink” are no longer
commonly heard, as other interviewees5 from the Chalmette Corpus frequently
pointed out. Their comments show, moreover, an awareness of the temporal
disconnect between traditional Yat pronunciations and modern-day linguistic habits.

Buckaroo (female, 25): “zink, my grandmother still says that.”

Acilie (female, 62): “my mom would say zink instead of sink, and she’s got some really cute
words that she mispronounces.”

Sugar Magnolia (female, 42): “Ersters [. . .] I don’t hear a bunch of people now say that, that’s
really older people, like zink and sink and ersters [. . .] but I don’t see that, I don’t hear that as
much anymore.”

JuAllison (female, 33): “But I think Yat was more of something from my parents’ generation,
that just kind of. . .kind of like an old folks tale thing that kind of got passed on. I don’t know
where it came from. But I really don’t refer to anybody as a Yat.”

Note that JuAllison here suggests that the label of Yat does not apply to anyone
she knows. This may be because, as Katherine (female, 57) explains, “the cartoons
[Vic & Nat’ly] are way more um. . .you know, it takes it a little bit further than what
you would [actually] hear.” Vic and Nat’ly are caricatures—linguistically and
otherwise—of Yats, and as caricatures, there is no referent in the real world who
encompasses everything that Vic and Nat’ly perform. But as uneducated, working-
class New Orleanians who eat and drink too much, take part in local traditions such
as Mardi Gras, and have a good sense of humor, Vic and Nat’ly stand in for the idea
of what Yat English indexes: an authentic, un-self-conscious local. Characterological
figures (Agha 2003) like Vic and Nat’ly “allow individuals, once aware of them, to
respond to their characterological value in various ways, aligning their own self-
images with them in some cases” (Agha 2003:242). Moreover, when commodified,
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they become obtainable indicators of one’s desired lifestyle (Agha 2011). Since Vic
and Nat’ly are crystallizations of Yat stereotypes from the 1970s and 1980s, aligning
with them means aligning with a nostalgic view of day-to-day life in New Orleans.
But when speakers perform the dialectal features used by Vic and Nat’ly to invoke
this idea, they are not only expressing their alignment with these characters (“I’m an
authentic New Orleanian like Vic and Nat’ly”), but also their distance from them,
since linguistic performances are only socially meaningful in contrast with one’s
“normal” speech (Johnstone 1999). Reflecting this implicit distance, very few
individuals from the Chalmette Corpus self-identified as Yats. In part, this distance
makes the very concept of a Yat difficult to apply to current-day New Orleanians,
further entrapping Vic & Nat’ly in a specific place and time.

One way of understanding Vic & Nat’ly’s connection to a past instantiation of New
Orleans is through the notion of the chronotope: the “intrinsic connectedness of
temporal and spatial relationships that are artistically expressed” (Bakhtin 1981:84).
A chronotope can also be thought of as a temporal map of a place. A place, of course,
consists of both physical space and cultural, imagined space (Tuan 1991). In this
sense, “New Orleans” is a chronotope in that it involves landmarks, people, and
cultural practices, all of which are tied to a specific time period. The particular period
indexed by Vic & Nat’ly happens to belong in the past. However, a chronotope allows
us to metaphorically fold time and/or space and thereby make other times adjacent
to ours (Blackmer 2004). We can reference this other time by using words and images
that belong to it, and in doing so we bring the time and place in which all these things
coexisted closer to the present. That is, through reference to Vic and Nat’ly, and/or
other Yat stand-ins, New Orleanians can draw a connection to that previous time.

The chronotopic “New Orleans” is very much like the ethnographic present, which
can be used chronotopically to elide differences between historical and contemporary
practices (Nigh 2004). “New Orleans” as a chronotope is in many ways constructed
for one of the reasons evoked by Nigh (to erase some undesirable parts of the past
and present of the city) as well to index authenticity. As Bucholtz (2003) points out,
the roots of anthropology and dialectology are both focused on identifying
“authentic” speakers and community members to study, which can dangerously
steer researchers’ attentions toward an essentialist view of authenticity driven by
tradition and heritage, both of which are situated in a past version of the research site.
Yet just as anthropologists and dialectologists have been guilty of using dated
parameters to assess the “realness” or “genuineness” of potential informants in a
community, so too do the community members themselves engage in this nostalgic
policing of authenticity.

In many linguistic situations, ideological biases are strong enough as to erase the
existence of truths inconsistent with popular perceptions about language use (Irvine
and Gal 2000). The erasure of modern-day speakers of New Orleans English within
Vic & Nat’ly comics occurs on multiple levels. To begin with, as we have established,
the speech used by Vic and Nat’ly does not reflect that of modern-day white,
working-class New Orleanians. Negative biases are strong about Chalmette
residents, who are not viewed as charming by most New Orleanians, as Vic and
Nat’ly are (Carmichael 2014). In part this lack of charm can be attributed to the all-
too-real status of these “Chalmatians” as working-class individuals rather than
characterological figures representing an imagined, “Disneyfied” working class. The
representation of Vic and Nat’ly erases the “unpleasant” reality of where Yats are
located nowadays, how they dress, and of course—how they speak.

Another erasure—and arguably a more important one—carried out by these
comics is that of black New Orleans. Despite New Orleans’s designation as a
“Chocolate City” (Nagin 2006) there are very few black characters in Vic & Nat’ly
comics. It could be argued that this inconsistency is because the comics target Yats,
who are by definition white (Mucciaccio 2009). Matthews himself explains that the
lack of black characters in Vic & Nat’ly comics is simply because he felt that it was
inappropriate, given the social context, to make fun of them (Alvarez and Kolker
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2013), revealing that he clearly views Vic & Nat’ly as parodic of a certain subset of
New Orleans’s population.6 However, this explanation does not negate the
unrealistic representation of a primarily white landscape in a majority black city—
especially one that has a long-standing history of racial tension between black and
white residents. New Orleans developed from the largest slave trade center in the
United States to a mostly segregated city with great economic disparities between
black and white residents, rendered visible to the nation by news coverage of
Hurricane Katrina—most of which focused on the poor and by then mostly black
neighborhood of the Ninth Ward. Indeed, the very reason that the Ninth Ward is no
longer inhabited by white, working-class Yats like Vic and Nat’ly is because of White
Flight to the suburbs, in order to enact de facto segregation following integration in
Orleans Parish (Campanella 2006). Interestingly, some of the linguistic features
presented by Vic & Nat’ly that weren’t observed in the speech of white New
Orleanians can in fact be heard uttered by current-day black New Orleanians, who
appear to lag at least a generation behind in terms of linguistic change away from
traditional linguistic features (Dajko, Schoux Casey, and Carmichael 2013). Thus the
representation of these linguistic features as linked to the white population of the city
not only misrepresents the linguistic landscape of New Orleans in terms of these
white speakers, it erases the existence of black speakers who actually use these
features currently, but who do not fit the racially narrow definition of Yats as
“authentic” New Orleanians.

In post-Katrina New Orleans, performing an authentic local identity means
staking a claim to a version of the city that existed before newcomer Yankees arrived
in the wake of the storm. It means pointing to historic institutions in the city,
including the traditional accent. While Coupland (2003:418) notes that authenticity is
often attributed to artifacts that have “longevity” and that have “survived” the test of
time, post-Katrina New Orleanians are survivors themselves and thus point instead
to the features of the landscape that only they, as survivors, can recognize as
meaningful. This practice of authenticating (in the sense of Bucholtz and Hall 2005)
their claims to New Orleans as a place moreover allows them to claim expertise about
local language and traditions (Johnstone 2013) and claim higher status over
newcomers. There is a genuineness to being “rooted in place”—an idea magnified
in this community where there is cachet to having been in New Orleans before 2005—
and this rootedness may be expressed by use of local linguistic features, in contrast
with standard-sounding, unmarked language that is often framed by nonlinguists as
“placeless” or “from nowhere” (Johnstone 2009; Silverstein 2013). However, as the
previous section demonstrated: younger, and especially white, New Orleanians are
eschewing many of the traditional features, sounding more like “placeless” speakers.
At the same time, an influx of outsiders has been steadily migrating to New Orleans
with their own non-local language practices. This combination has led to nostalgia for
a linguistic and cultural past that is viewed as a more authentic, unsullied version of
New Orleans.

Yat English and the New Orleans Nostalgia Movement

In multiple ways, Vic & Nat’ly is thus part of a local nostalgia that has been popular in
the city of New Orleans since at least the late 1980s, but which has increased in
particular following Hurricane Katrina. Their continued popularity goes hand in
hand with a commodification of New Orleans culture and dialect, which has also
been on the upswing in recent years; products celebrating that which is uniquely
New Orleans are currently enjoying a valued position in the marketplace (Schoux
Casey 2011, 2013, 2016).

Post-Katrina interviews include frequent narratives of claimed authenticity and
locality by those pre-Katrina New Orleanians who returned after the storm, as in the
extracts presented below:
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“Somebody that stayed here after Katrina [laughs] Believe me, I coulda left, but NO. Born
and raised here, I gotta stay here, rebuild the city [. . .] New Orleans is a beautiful city, it’s got
beautiful people, it’s got a beautiful culture. No other city can host Mardi Gras and pull it off
like we do in New Orleans [people know how to handle Mardi Gras]. We’re definitely a
different breed of people. . . from New Orleans! [. . .] After Katrina, there was a stronger sense
of pride among people who came back” (Mucciaccio 2009: 106–107)

“I think it’s [Katrina] a game changer- either you love it [New Orleans] or you hate it. If you
don’t want to be here, we don’t want you, hit the road. . . I think the people that came back
really want to be here you know, whether it’s any neighborhood they made the commitment.
What am I saying ‘they’, WE all made the commitment, we’re not going to shrivel and die
like everyone wants us to do, we’re going to double our efforts and basically like a casino
double down.” (Schoux Casey 2013:73)

In both excerpts, individuals who returned to New Orleans post-Katrina frame
themselves as survivors, proud of the risks they took to return to the city they loved.
Similarly, one interviewee from the Chalmette Corpus owned a screen-printing shop,
and in her interview she speaks of literally wearing her post-Katrina local pride on
her shirt:

Acilie (female, 62): “After the storm when you know, we—all of our clothes were gone and
such, I found some of those shirts [from before the storm with local sayings emblazoned on
them]. And I still wear them very proudly, but they have holes in them and they’re all torn,
from you know those floodwaters ate everything. So the shirts that I had left are pretty much
torn up. But that’s okay. Because it also means something else that they are.”

Retailers have capitalized on this local pride movement: since 2005, myriad T-shirt
stores have opened, selling shirts emblazoned with images of New Orleans culture,
icons, and expressions (Schoux Casey 2011, 2013, 2016). Examination of these T-shirts
in New Orleans can reveal popular conceptions of sociolinguistic authenticity, since
for artifacts to be treated as “authentic” there must first be consensus among certain
groups (in this case, the purchasers of these T-shirts) that the items themselves do

Figure 5. “Makin groceries” T-shirt
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indeed have an agreed-upon value in terms of their indexical link to locality
(Coupland 2003; Heller 2010; Johnstone 2009, 2013).

Popular T-shirts in New Orleans bear the images of local businesses (K&B Drugs),
local festivals (Mardi Gras), politics (“Brad Pitt for Mayor”), and situations that target
local knowledge. Similarly, shirts with linguistic slogans like “Yeah, you right” (Skip
N Whistle, Storyville), “Makin’ Groceries” (Skip N Whistle; Storyville)—an example of
which is presented in Figure 5 (Fleurty Girl 2015a)—and “Zink: Where you wrench
your dishes” (accompanied by a picture of a sink) (Fleurty girl), are also popular.
“Yeah, you right” is a popular New Orleans phrase for expressing agreement or
approval, “making groceries” is a local way of saying “going grocery shopping” (a
literal translation of the French “faire les courses”), and “zink” and “wrench” are local
pronunciations of sink and rinse.

Mardi Gras shirts features images of beads and masks, but also slogans like
“Throw me something, mister!” (a phrase often yelled at Mardi Gras floats during
parades, as a means of requesting beads or other items be thrown to the yeller) or
“neutral ground side” (a multilayered local reference—the large grassy road dividers
along New Orleans boulevards are called the “neutral ground,” but the full “neutral
ground side” slogan references the common practice of letting friends and families
know which side of a float a rider will be on: the “sidewalk side”—for which a shirt
also exists—or the neutral ground side, so that they may get their attention to receive
beads and other items; thus this shirt references localized “insider” terminology as
well as local traditions). The “neutral ground side” shirt, sold at Fleurty Girl, can be
seen in Figure 6 (Fleurty Girl 2015b).

That authenticity is the goal in creating the shirts is expressed deliberately in the
description for a T-shirt emblazoned with the logo of now-defunct drugstore, K&B
Drugs, pictured in Figure 7. T-shirt store Skip N’ Whistle write, “We screen print each
of our K&B shirts with the old school sign logo for maximum authenticity” (Skip n
Whistle 2012).

To the uninitiated, these slogans and images are meaningless. To New Orleans
locals and those who have made it their business to know about local traditions, they

Figure 6. “Neutral Ground Side” T-shirt
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are badges of authenticity. Often, the slogans are accompanied by images that
reference institutions; the shirts are thus multi-referential. For example, the “Makin’
Groceries” shirt pictured in Figure 5 features a paper bag with the local Schweg-
mann’s grocery store logo. Moreover, the shirts are often accompanied by an
explanation. The K&B logo shirt in Figure 7, for example, is supplemented by a long
history of the store; presumably this is to help the patron understand what s/he is
buying—a real New Orleanian would instantly recognize the logo (and also
recognize that the shade purple it is printed on is the wrong shade for K&B, which
featured a particularly pink shade of purple known locally as “K&B purple”). The
implication, then, is that these shirts are not made for those already in the know; they
are meant to induct initiates, either too young or too nonlocal to remember a time
when K&B dotted the landscape. And it is no accident that many of the iconic New
Orleans images are of places that no longer exist; K&B Drugs sold out to Rite-Aid
in 1997. Schwegmann’s grocery stores went out of business in 1996. In fact, a great
part of modern New Orleans culture relies on resisting modernization with its
national chains and referencing local institutions that, to quote the Benny Grunch
song on the matter, “Ain’t Dere No More”; this slogan also features its own signature
line of merchandise, an accessory from which is shown in Figure 8 (Fleurty Girl
2015c).

Vic & Nat’ly is part of this nostalgia cycle as well. A billboard on Magazine St.
offers passers-by the opportunity to buy Vic & Nat’ly mugs marketed by local
florist Harkins, as seen in Figure 9 on which “Vic and Nat’ly’s Nint’ Ward
Axioms” are presented uttered by the iconic comic book characters themselves:
“earl ‘n’ water don’t mix!” and “da oily boid gits da woim” in which a number of
the linguistic features described above are employed through dialect spellings and
eye dialect.

Posters of Vic & Nat’ly comics can also be bought online directly through Bunny
Matthews. And this is no accident: Matthews notes that he intended Vic and Nat’ly to
be commercially viable at their inception, saying they were “his Mickey Mouse”
(Duplantier 2012:30). Moreover, he appears to have predicted the broader

Figure 7. “K&B Purple” T-shirt
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commodification of Yat language and culture in a 1984 interview, saying, ““I’m
thinking there’re gonna be Yat T-shirts soon and everything, I think” (Alvarez and
Kolker 2013). He was perhaps more right than he anticipated, as Figure 10 (Dirty
Coast 2012a) demonstrates, featuring a shirt with a y and an “at sign” meant to be
read as “Y’at.” The shirts are printed in Saints colors, black and gold, with a caption
explaining that the shirts were released “just in time for Super Bowl season,”
suggesting that newcomer football fans may be a target demographic for these
shirts.7 In the image accompanying the shirt order information, the “y@” shirts are

Figure 8. “Ain’t dere no more” cosmetic bag

Figure 9. Vic & Nat’ly mug
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worn by a young white couple who appear to be seated in an elite section on the
sideline of the football field at the Super Dome, where the Saints play.

And thus the term “Yat”—originally having negative, class-linked connotations—
has been appropriated by an upper-middle-class clientele. Three of the four T-shirt
stores discussed here are located on Magazine Street, today a popular upper-class
shopping district, and the price of the shirts alone ($22 each at minimum) inhibits the
working class from purchasing them. But it is the working class whose dialect is
represented on the shirts. As Johnstone (2013:103) notes, “ideas about authenticity are
circulated via practices to which not everyone has access or in which not everyone
chooses to participate.”

To purchase and wear such a shirt, even if one is not a speaker of the dialect
presented, is to make an assertion about one’s affiliation—wearing the shirt says, “I
am a New Orleanian.” Matthews himself has furthermore indicated that in his
experience, it is Uptown New Orleanians (Uptown is generally a more affluent
section of the city) who are often the first to make fun of the local dialect (personal
communication, April 18, 2012). It is also the upper classes, however, who speak in
the least “authentic” way. For example, “making groceries” may be considered by
people across class boundaries to be a typical New Orleans expression (Dajko et al.
2012), but it is only used by the working classes. As noted above, authenticity also
belongs to some other time. This dialect, like the places its speakers inhabited, “Ain’t
dere no more,” but inasmuch as it was associated with all these other items, it is
equally representative of authenticity, as the T-shirts emblazoned with its slogans
attest. Thus these linguistic features and local sayings live on as purchasable symbols

Figure 10. Y@ T-shirt
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of an idealized, authentically New Orleanian lifestyle (Agha 2011). Coles (2001:83)
has predicted that Yat English will continue to exist solely as a “marketing device,”
which would mirror developments throughout the state of Louisiana where Cajun
language and culture has been commodified (Bankston and Henry 1998; Carmichael
2013; Dubois and Horvath 2002).

The nostalgia cycle that appropriates a working-class white identity is also actively
erasing a black one, despite the fact that newcomers and/or the consumers of
commodified culture consider black New Orleanians to be authentic. That said, the
traditions and language practices appropriated from them are not always clearly
linked to their original source within the city. For example, while the tradition of
white people following second line parades8 goes back decades (Sublette 2007), the
act of making the dates and routes of the parades publicly available information is
recent. In the past, you had to be in the know—or just get lucky—to join a second line
parade. Today, you can look up local nonprofit radio station WWOZ’s website and
find a detailed list of the coming weekend’s second line parades, including the start
and pause times and locations, the themes of the parades, and their routes. Actively
participating in a second line parade is possibly the best way to prove one’s local
authenticity, but Dirty Coast has also sold a T-shirt reading “Second Line Til You
Drop” (Dirty Coast 2012b), presented in Figure 11, that offers consumers the prospect
of authenticating themselves even when not at the second line itself. The website ad
for that T-shirt features the (white, female) shirt-wearer surrounded by enthusiastic,
authentic black musicians and dancers (and one lone white man, incongruously
implied to also be a club member), accompanied by a caption explaining that “to

Figure 11. Second Line T-shirt
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celebrate our most precious traditions, and one where the most vibrant of New
Orleanians might be found, we created this design.” The use of the first person plural
“‘we” to sell a black tradition to primarily white consumers is telling.

Another T-shirt, celebrating the flambeaux, nearly erases black New Orleans
altogether. Flambeaux are the (almost exclusively) black men who traditionally lit
night time Carnival parades by carrying torches in the procession; spectators are
expected to give money to the flambeaux to pay them for their service. Though night
parades have been electrically lit for decades, the tradition continues today; nearly all
the modern flambeaux are still black men. Dirty Coast’s website currently features an
image only of the T-shirt: a drawing of four flambeaux in a line. As seen in Figure 12,
however, previous versions of the ad (Dirty Coast 2012c) featured two white women
wearing the shirts, with two white flambeaux standing behind the T-shirt models.
The text accompanying both versions reads “Started by Comus, and continued to this
day by some, the lighting of the way is like most New Orleans traditions. The
Flambeaux is [sic] a part of our history and our myth. It [sic] is a reminder of our past
and celebrated as uniquely ours in the present.”

The text credits the creation of the flambeaux to the Mistick Krewe of Comus. This
attribution of a predominantly black tradition to Comus is particularly problematic
since it is an organization that was accused of racial discrimination in its enrollment
practices and has not paraded since the 1991 requirement to make membership rolls
public in order to prevent just such discrimination. The text further uses the first
person plural (“our history, our myth, our past”) accompanying a picture of four
white people, ultimately claiming the tradition as “uniquely ours in the present,”

Figure 12. Flambeaux T-shirt
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which strongly implies that traditions such as the flambeaux belong to current white
New Orleanians such as those pictured, while avoiding any explicit acknowledgment
of the race of the actual flambeaux themselves.

The nostalgia cycle described in this paper is clearly one created by white people
and intended for white consumers. But this is not to say that black residents do not
participate in nostalgia or pride of place: one indicator of the nostalgia culture within
the black community in New Orleans is increased support for second lines, beginning
in the 1990s (Sublette 2007) and after the storm culminating in a massive multi-club
second line billed the All-Star Second Line that celebrated the return to the
devastated city (Breunlin and Regis 2006). Likewise, we do not mean to suggest that
everyone agrees that Yats are the only authentic New Orleanians. When asked for
examples of authentic New Orleans English, white middle-class respondents within
the city talk about the Yat dialect and mention its resemblance to New York City
dialects. Working-class whites also cite Yat but often additionally provide features
they qualify as “black,” and black residents describe authentic New Orleans as
“ghetto” or “hood” (Dajko et al. 2012). Indeed, the only feature everyone seems to
agree on is “Who Dat,” which itself is almost certainly taken from black speech
(Walton 2016). Nevertheless, we contend that the commodified version of New Orleans
authenticity is a uniquely white one, one that is produced, sold, and consumed by
white people both local and transplanted. It is ironic that in the city Gwendolyn
Midlo Hall describes as “the most African city in the United States” (Hall and Rowell
2006:1049) authenticity appears as the unique property of white residents in many
representational contexts.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented an analysis of the written representations of Yat
dialect used in Bunny Matthews’s Vic & Nat’ly comics, comparing the patterns
observed therein to a case study of the speech of actual modern-day New Orleanians.
These analyses have demonstrated that the language represented in the comics is not
reflective of the current linguistic landscape in New Orleans, and has in fact remained
remarkably stable over time, in stark contrast with the rapidly changing language
practices in the region. Though many locals note that the characters of Vic and Nat’ly
are dated, the stereotypes embodied by these characterological figures continue to
circulate within the greater New Orleans area.

What makes Vic & Nat’ly so impervious to the passage of time, even as the social
and linguistic features of New Orleans have changed? And why, if locals are aware of
the datedness of this representation, are these comics and the stereotypes behind
them still so popular? We have argued that Vic & Nat’ly points to an earlier version of
New Orleans that lives on thanks in part to the nostalgia movement that picked up
following Hurricane Katrina and that this chronotopic New Orleans is invoked
nowadays in order to index authenticity. The indexical value of these characters, and
of Yat English in general, has become a valuable resource for pre-Katrina locals
looking to emphasize their longevity in the area, as well as to newcomers wishing to
assert their ties to New Orleans. “A linguistic variety . . . is commodified when it is
available for purchase and people will pay for it” (Johnstone 2009:161) and if the rise
in popularity of new T-shirt shops in New Orleans is any indication—people are
willing to pay for these tokens of locality. The high ticket price for the shirts (T-shirts
featuring Pittsburghese, for example, retail for all of $8) suggest that New Orleans is a
hot commodity indeed. We note, furthermore, that this commodity is produced by
and for a white audience and continues long-standing traditions of erasing the
presence of black New Orleanians who are often either the source or those currently
maintaining (or both) cultural and linguistic traditions.

As for the future of Yat English in New Orleans, Matthews himself believes that at
least a portion of the linguistic heritage of Yat lives on in modern day, explaining: “I
don’t think [Yat English] dies, because all these people’s great grandchildren have these
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9thWard-isms they spout” (personal communication, April 18, 2012). And indeed, even
if Vic and Nat’ly are anachronistic, their language use remains current as it is recycled
by a new generation of “locals” staking a claim on the city of New Orleans.

Notes

Acknowledgments. We are grateful to Bunny Matthews for granting us an interview to discuss
his perspectives on Yats and Vic & Nat’ly, as well as interviewees in the Chalmette Corpus who
gave their time to speak with the first author. We thank the anonymous reviewers as well as
editor Alexandra Jaffe for their helpful guidance and feedback.

1. In keeping with the iconic status of French in New Orleans, the characters were given a
French last name—which is notably a fairly typical New Orleans surname.

2. “Po-boy” is the local term for sandwiches on French bread—a New Orleans staple,
especially for working-class lunch-goers.

3. Examples of features classified as “other” are representations of ‘get’ as ‘git,’ ‘can’t’ as
‘cain’t,’ and ‘wasn’t’ as ‘wadn’t’; the majority of these features were common in nonstandard
dialects of English outside of New Orleans and/or were not representative of linguistic
features ever documented in New Orleans. Moreover these anomalies occurred at such low
rates as to justify collapsing and generalizing across them. The crucial distinction between
tokens in the “other” category and those in the nonstandard spelling category was that those
classified as “other” did indeed represent dialect spellings of distinctive, nonstandard ways of
speaking. They simply were not ways of speaking that were specific to New Orleans (as CURL
pronounced with /ɔɪ/ is) nor were they consistently present in the corpus (as /ɪN/ ➔ /ɪn/
was).

4. As noted here, Carmichael’s (2014) analysis did not show overarching gender effects in
terms of whether men or women were leading changes in progress away from traditional New
Orleans features. Though it would have been equally appropriate to use three female
informants in this mini-analysis, we feel that the three male informants presented are
representative of broader community patterns.

5. All names presented are pseudonyms selected by the interviewees.
6. Of note, however, is that Matthews did not initially seek to target Yats as the site of

humor, rather he set out to mock upper-class New Orleanians, but this attempt was met with
very poor reception (Alvarez and Kolker 2013).

7. Though there are many lifelong Saints fans in the city, the team would never be framed in
terms of the Super Bowl before Katrina, since they were a highly ridiculed team for decades
preceding the storm due to their consistently unimpressive record. During the 1980s, for
example, the team was termed “The Aints” and fans appeared at games with brown paper
bags over their heads to hide their identities as Saints fans.

8. A second line parade is an impromptu march held annually by a Social Aid and Pleasure
Club. Such clubs established to act as insurance for black residents at a time they did not have
access to official insurance policies. Many clubs exist, and each has its own set date to parade
through the neighborhood, making stops at affiliated homes and businesses along the way. The
club hires a brass band to accompany their passage. Club members are awarded a privileged
position ahead of the band, and are known as the “main line” or “first line.” Unaffiliated
members of the community are welcome to follow the procession, however, and are known as
the “second line.”
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